ACROSS
1. They are a recognised doubles pair (13)
2. Lawyer joins artist to find site of an Indian masterpiece (4)
3. Period spent in the park bar with four measures (6,4)
4. Nothing is impossible shows Swiss champion (6)
5. Peel a small flower and graze (4,4)
6. Newly carved best ivory in so many words (9)
7. Former champion has a politician and gunner on board (7)
8. Suffer serious injury to recover from loss of service (5,4)
9. Expert on keys is in a new gym session (7)
10. Go into the last two scenic places with a fever (7)
11. Promising potential not applicable to an aroma (7)
12. The last two lonely fathers about to reveal small growths (6)
13. Refuse to go round the hospital for wild party (4,4)
14. Refuse to go on railway at Christmas (4)
15. Sorts out the rackets and enters the arena (5,3,5)

DOWN
1. Do it around the country, first escaping injury from a pet (3,4)
2. Telephoned after parking to report a crash (5)
3. Removes tax up to a point (7)
4. The last statement in court proceedings (4,3,3,5)
5. A small area that is for relations commonly (6)
6. Verify this meant without a public institution (6)
7. Support space where secrets are discussed (4,4)
8. Refuse to go on railway at Christmas (4)
9. The last two lonely fathers about to reveal small growths (6)
10. Make an excursion with some French to Namibian town (5)

Solution to Saturday's prize puzzle on Saturday July 15
Solution to yesterday's prize puzzle on Monday July 17
Winners' names will be printed in Weekend FT